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Abstract A common control channel (CCC) is required in
Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) for exchanging vital control messages among the cognitive radio users.
However, selecting a CCC in CRAHNs is a challenging
problem due to dynamic network topology, versatility of
spectrum usage, and multi-hop network architecture. Existing cluster-based CCC selection algorithms are based on
periodic beaconing from the cluster heads (CHs) to create and manage their clusters, which makes them more
power consuming. Therefore, the battery-powered devices
in CRAHNs should select a CCC in an energy-efficient
way to prolong their lifetimes. In this paper, we develop an
energy-efficient common control channel selection mechanism, called E 2 C 3 , through creating multi-hop clusters
in a distributed manner. In E 2 C 3 , a node does not join
a cluster actively by sensing beacons from CHs; rather,
it sends an inquiry message to detect existing clusters. It
resolves whether to join an existing cluster or to create a
new one based on its single-hop neighborhood information.
We also propose an energy-efficient passive approach of
maintaining cluster membership and provide a distributed
CH reassignment procedure. Our performance evaluation,
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carried out in NS-3, shows that our E 2 C 3 system achieves
significant improvements in energy efficiency and protocol
operation overhead over the state-of-the-art protocols.
Keywords Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Network · Common
control channel · Energy-efficient · Cluster head

1 Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) is an intelligent wireless communication system that is able to adapt the variations of radio
environments [1–6]. We know that the largest area of usable
spectrum is given to the licensed users as the licensed bandwidth. Unlicensed band is getting more and more congested
due to the increasing use of the band by rapidly growing
number of unlicensed users. On the other hand, a major
portion of licensed band usually remains unused [2, 7].
Therefore, CR technology can alleviate the spectrum shortage problem by enabling unlicensed users to sophisticatedly
use the licensed band avoiding interference with the licensed
users. The CR devices should be capable of detecting primary signals to prevent interference with the primary users
while using the holes in licensed band.
The traditional ad hoc networks cannot utilize the spectrum holes to transmit data. In contrast, CR users opportunistically access licensed spectrum when it is not occupied
by a primary user, improving spectrum efficiency in Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs). However, CR
users need to sense the spectrum and free the channel upon
the presence of primary user to avoid interference with them
[8, 9]. To achieve these functions, CR users need to communicate with each other by exchanging control messages
over a common medium, which is known as common control channel (CCC). In CRAHNs, the nodes need to share
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local sensing results, channel selection messages, data channel setup messages, spectrum handover messages, primary
users presence notifications, etc. among the nodes. These
basic control messages are essentially carried out on a dedicated CCC [7]. Selecting a CCC is a very challenging
problem because of versatility of spectrum, dynamic network topology, and distributed multi-hop architecture. We
may select the CCC in an unlicensed band as an out-ofband dedicated CCC [10]. However, presence of a large
number of unlicensed users in a CRAHN may occupy unlicensed band so much that maintaining a CCC in unlicensed
band would not be a preferable choice [11]. Keeping aside
a dedicated control channel would lead to waste of bandwidth and energy when there is no CR user within a vicinity.
Again, there may not be any free channel for all nodes in
the vicinity to set up a dedicated common control channel.
Therefore, finding an in-band solution is more preferable.
In the literature, we find a number of common control channel selection mechanisms [1, 2, 12, 13]. In [12],
a distributed algorithm for CCC selection is developed to
minimize the number of control channels in the whole network. In [13], an adaptive approach to select local CCCs
is provided wherein a swarm intelligence-based algorithm
is used to facilitate the CCC selection. In CogMesh [1],
the authors develop a model of cluster-based network for
maintaining a CCC. It is a single-hop, timeframe-based
design and, thus, its not suitable for large scale networks.
Moreover, at each superframe, there are several timeframes
for control messages and, thus, the transmission of periodic superframes increases the number of control messages
greatly. Therefore, it shows low efficiency in energy consumption and protocol operation overhead. In Distributed
Coordination Protocol for Ad Hoc Cognitive Radio Networks (DCP-CCC) [2], the authors propose a distributed
approach to establish a multi-hop cluster for maintaining a
common control channel. However, the broadcast of excessive beacon messages from the cluster heads (CH) makes
it energy inefficient. One of the major limitations of DCPCCC is that its clusters cannot take a newly appeared node
as cluster member if the node cannot hear the periodic
beacon messages from the CH. Thus, the number of CHs
increases sharply and thereby suffering from high protocol
operation overhead and low-energy efficiency.
In this paper, we developed an energy-efficient common control channel selection mechanism, called E 2 C 3 ,
by forming multi-hop clusters in CRAHNs. The proposed
E 2 C 3 mechanism is fully distributed, where each node takes
its own decision on whether to join an existing cluster or
to create a new one based on its single-hop neighborhood
information. A new node can join to any of the existing
clusters by sending a cluster check message rather than
by receiving periodically broadcasted beacon message(s)
from the CHs, saving a significant amount of energy. This

innovative and passive approach of joining (or creating)
a cluster helps our E 2 C 3 mechanism to achieve high
efficiency and reduced protocol operation overhead. In
addition, our upgraded method of cluster formation minimizes the protocol operation overhead through transmitting
reduced number of control messages in cluster invitation
procedure described in Section 4. Selecting an optimal CCC
from a set of candidate channels is challenging. Our mechanism executes a lightweight lexicographic optimization
(LO) [14] algorithm (with two functions) to determine the
optimal CCC among the feasible candidates. We also provide an energy-efficient cluster management mechanism
that handles the events of leaving a member node from the
cluster and CH reassignment. Moreover, our CH reassignment procedure reassigns CHs to save a CH from consuming a lot of energy alone. We have carried out extensive
simulation works in network simulator 3 (NS-3) for evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism.
The performance evaluation results show that our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism achieves significant improvements
in terms of number of clusters formed, energy consumption,
protocol operation overhead, and number of isolated nodes
over the state-of-the-art protocols.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we discuss the related works and introduce key limitations
of the existing common control channel selection schemes.
Subsequently, we present the network model and assumptions used by our E 2 C 3 mechanism in Section 3. In Section
4, the proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism is presented in detail, followed by the performance evaluations using NS-3 in Section
5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related works
Numerous architectures, algorithms, and mechanisms have
been proposed for cognitive ad hoc radio networks. In order
to achieve maximum performance, many of the developed
systems require the exchange of control and configuration
messages among the network nodes, typically on a dedicated control channel. In a practical deployment, dedicated
control channel might not be feasible and, for some scenarios, it should be avoided. This channel will be the critical
link for the network’s operation, and the entire network may
lose its ability to adapt if link failure occurs or interference
with primary users (PU) [15]. In case of using the unlicensed band for the CCC, we have some problems. The
unlicensed band is already overcrowded and suffers strong
interference from existing unlicensed band users. Therefore,
reliability cannot be guaranteed, which is one of the most
important features of the control channel [16].
The CCC selection schemes are maidenly classified
as overlay and underlay approaches. For overlay CCC
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approaches, the CCC is permanently or temporarily allocated to the spectrum not used by the PUs. When the
allocated CCCs are affected by PU activity, CR users must
vacate the CCCs and re-establish the new CCCs in other
available channels. For underlay CCC approaches, the CCC
can be allocated to the same band used by PUs [17]. For
overlay CCC schemes, they are further classified as inband and out-of-band schemes. The CCCs allocated in data
channels are called in-band CCCs, and the CCCs allocated
in dedicated spectrum such as unlicensed bands are called
out-of-band CCCs. In terms of CCC coverage, in-band
approaches are local while the out-of-band schemes are
mainly global. Finding a globally control channel in a network is difficult because the spectrum changes frequently.
It can also suffer by denial of service attack, and also, the
probability of finding a global CCC for entire network is
small. Therefore, the CR users grouped into a cluster and
a control channel can be allocated to a channel commonly
available to a cluster. This design is called group-based CCC
design.
In [18], authors develop a distributed coordination
scheme for spectrum allocations that addresses the spectrum variability problem without using a global control
channel. In [19], a group of users build up a sub-ad hoc
network and select a channel for sharing control message.
If any primary user is detected by local sensing, the subnetwork chooses a different channel for sharing control
message. In CogMesh [1], the authors propose a decentralized cluster-based framework to form a wireless mesh
network. Clusters are constructed by neighbor nodes sharing local common channels within a one-hop vicinity. The
network is formed by interconnecting the clusters gradually, which requires many gateway nodes, but the drawback
is it decreases the channel throughput since gateway nodes
need to switch channel frequently to manage the data transmission schedule for multiple cluster. In DCP-CCC [2], the
authors evolve an efficient algorithm for deciding a common
control channel in multi-hop cluster-based network using
the local sensing probability of primary user interference.
In DCP-CCC [2], the CH needs to broadcast a beacon
message periodically in order to declare the presence of the
cluster to the new nodes. However, sending a message periodically incurs much energy overhead for a battery-powered
device especially when a CH has to broadcast a beacon only
for expressing its presence, as in [2]. However, energy usage
is a vital factor for maintaining a wireless ad hoc network as
the modern ad hoc network nodes are primarily the mobile
devices which are mainly battery powered. Hence, further
improvements regarding the energy concern are desired.
In this paper, we developed an energy-efficient common
control channel selection mechanism namely E 2 C 3 , which
has much similarity with CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2].
However, our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism has a number

of fundamental differences from them. Firstly, the DCPCCC [2] and CogMesh [1] use an approach where the CH
always sends beacon messages periodically to declare its
presence, but E 2 C 3 does not require broadcasting any beacon. In E 2 C 3 , a passive approach is used to exclude the
periodic beaconing by introducing cluster inquiry messages.
Secondly, in E 2 C 3 , a newly appeared node can join to an
existing cluster through a member of cluster even if its location is outside of the transmission range of the cluster head.
This is a major contribution of our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism that brings great advantages compared to CogMesh
and DCP-CCC. Thirdly, in cluster invitation procedure,
E 2 C 3 nodes do not broadcast the cluster invitation message, CC INV messages to all available channels. Rather,
it broadcasts CC INV to a subset of its available channels’
set. This is another contribution as it helps to reduce the
protocol operation overhead. Furthermore, the use of LO
[14] in selecting the CCC helps our E 2 C 3 mechanism to
find the best channel from the set of candidate channels.
Fourthly, in CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2], there is no
mechanism to handle sudden disappearance of cluster members from a cluster and, thus, it is not clear that how the
node power failure and dynamic topology changes will be
handled. However, our proposed E 2 C 3 has its own cluster
management scheme to solve the problem. Finally, we provide a CH reassignment procedure which takes care of the
energy consumption of CHs and assigns the responsibility to
other eligible cluster member nodes described in Section 4.
This implements distributed energy consumption among the
network nodes and thus increases the lifetime of the clusters
formed.

3 Network model and assumptions
We consider a CRAHN where primary and secondary users
access the licensed and unlicensed frequency bands, respectively. However, the CR-enabled secondary users can access
and use the licensed band channels based on their availability. We also assume that the packet transmission time
is much shorter than the PU’s idle time. Again, we assume
that there remains no dedicated CCC. After sensing the network locally, each node may have a different set of available
channels. To facilitate the CR nodes with a CCC, we form
clusters with desired sizes. Within each cluster, an optimal
CCC is selected from a set of candidate CCCs, L. Similar to
DCP-CCC [2], our mechanism emphasizes on locally available spectrum bands and, most importantly, the temporal
and spatial variations in the primary user spectrum activities. The cluster members are determined by desired cluster
size1 and available channel list in every node.
1 Cluster

size of a cluster means the depth of the cluster
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We also assume the following properties of underlying network. The nodes do not maintain any global clock
synchronization mechanism. The protocol operation is independent of their clock times. Nodes in a cluster use the
same CCC. A cluster should be potentially larger, and it
should include as many nodes as it can. Here, we make
the cluster size configurable; thus, it can be set to a suitable value according to the network node density, available
channels, network size, etc. We also assume that the CR
nodes transmit data packets following CSMA/CA-based
media access mechanism. The channel sensing mechanism
is based on the assumption that each CR node is equipped
with spectrum sensors [20, 21]. Each node dynamically
measures the primary user appearance probability in a certain channel based on the reward/penalty it receives from a
transmission without/with colliding with the primary users.
In CCC-based MAC operations, the setup time for clusters should be minimized as much as possible because the
nodes cannot send or receive data packets until the CCC is
selected.
A channel having high PU activities should not be
selected as CCC. If a node in a network senses a PU activity in CCC, then it must send the information of detection to
CH. Thus, the CH knows the nodes that are interfering the
primary user(s) in the CCC. By examining the total number of such interfering CR nodes, the cluster head decides
whether to reselect the CCC or simply use the existing CCC
without considering the interfering nodes as cluster member. The interfering nodes then try to join an existing cluster
if possible or create a new cluster.
To transmit data and control packets throughout the
entire network, nodes in a cluster must communicate with
other nodes in other clusters. Hence, cluster interconnection
is important. Intra-cluster communication is done simply
through the common channel selected for the cluster. Multiple clusters can communicate through gateway nodes (GW).
A GW node is a member of a cluster and has access to the
CCC of the neighbor cluster. When both clusters use the
same control channel, nodes in the two clusters can communicate using a single common channel. Otherwise, gateway
nodes can interconnect two clusters via common channel
switching.

4 Proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism
4.1 Basic idea
In our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism, each CR node at first
checks the availability of a cluster in the neighborhood. If
any cluster is found, the CR node simply joins to the cluster; otherwise, it declares itself as CH and starts forming a
new cluster. We also developed an energy-efficient cluster

management scheme that handles nodes’ arrivals, departures, and movements.
4.2 Getting a cluster membership
Any newly appeared CR node I performs local sensing to
determine the available channel set C(I ) and the PU appearance probability (Pp ) and PU idle time(Tpi ) of each channel
in C(I ). The new node will transmit cluster check messages,
CL CHK, through all of its available channels to check the
presence of available clusters within its transmission range.
CL CHK contains node ID (unique id of the node transmitting CL CHK message) and available channel list, as shown
in Fig. 1a.
On reception of the CL CHK message, any CR node E
sends back a reply message, CL REP, to the transmitting
node if the following three conditions are met:
–
–
–

Node E is a member of an existing cluster,
Hcr of E > 0, and
the available channel list in the received CL CHK
message contains the CCC of its cluster,

where, Hcr = h − hd ; (h is the cluster size of the cluster and
hd is the hop distance of the node from the CH).
This cluster reply message (CL REP) contains transmitting node ID, Hcr of transmitting node, CH node ID, CCC,
and Pp of CCC, as shown in Fig. 1b. After a predefined
time period, Tf , the new node I starts processing CL REP
messages received from its neighbor cluster members. If
node I receives CL REP messages from multiple nodes, it
goes for the cluster member whose CCC has the lowest Pp
value. In the case, node I receives multiple CL REP messages with the same lowest Pp s; it breaks the tie by selecting
the cluster member having highest Hcr value. The rationale
behind this choice is that the node with higher Hcr is closer
to the CH.
Again, if more than one cluster members have the highest Hcr , the newly appeared node selects any one of them
randomly as they are equally qualified. After selecting the
cluster member node to which it will join, the new node
will decrease the Hcr value by 1 from that of the previously received CL REP message from the selected cluster
member node. The newly appeared node then sends a cluster add message, CL ADD, as shown in Fig. 3, to the
selected node. This message is relayed to the CH using hopby-hop acknowledgement-based retransmission. The cluster
add message, CL ADD, contains node ID of the appeared
node and available channel list with PU appearance probabilities of all the available channels, as shown in Fig. 1c.
After the reception of CL ADD message, CH notes the
new node as one of its member nodes. Subsequently, CH
increases the number of nodes in cluster, NUMc , by 1 and
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Fig. 1 Formats of the control
messages

computes new PU appearance probability at CCC of the
cluster as follows:
Pp (new) =

Pp (old) × (NUMc − 1) + Pn
,
NUMc

(1)

where, Pn is the primary user appearance probability of
CCC for the new node.
Here, we provide an illustration of the joining procedure with the help of an example. In Fig. 2, a new node I
appears at the environment. It broadcasts CL CHK message
through all of its available channels, which is received by
nodes E and F of cluster 1, nodes C and D of cluster 2, and
nodes H and G of cluster 3. Upon the receival of CL CHK
message nodes C, D, E, and F find their CCCs in node
I ’s available channel list. Therefore, they reply to I with
CL REP messages. On the other hand, nodes H and G do
not send any reply as channel 3 is not available to I . After
time Tf , node I starts processing CL REP messages. Scrutinizing the CL REP messages, node I finds that the CCC
of nodes E and F have the lowest PU appearance probability Pp , that is 0.2. So, it breaks the tie considering the
Hcr value of the nodes and finally selects node E, as node
E has the larger Hcr value that is 2. After selection, node I

Fig. 2 CL CHK and CL REP transmission

sets its Hcr to (2−1) = 1. I then sends CL ADD message
to E for joining to cluster 1, as shown in Fig. 3. Node E
propagates this message to cluster head B using hop-by-hop
acknowledgement-based retransmission. CH B now notes I
as a member of cluster 1, sets the number of nodes in cluster
1 to 9+1= 10, and computes new PU appearance probability
to 0.23 using Eq. 1.
4.3 Cluster formation
The cluster formation process consists of three phases: common channel invitation, common channel reporting, and
common channel selection. If a node does not receive any
cluster reply message CL REP within Tf after sending
CL CHK message, it decides to construct a new cluster. It
declares itself as CH and broadcasts a common channel invitation message (CC INV) to its neighbor nodes through all
of its available channels using CSMA/CA.
4.3.1 Common channel invitation
The CC INV message contains a unique sequence number,
transmitting node ID, CH node ID (ID of the node that initiates broadcasting CC INV message), Hcr of the transmitting

Fig. 3 CL ADD message transmission
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node, and candidate channel list (CCL) as shown in Fig. 4.
The CCL is the list of the channels that can be used as CCC.
When node A receives a CC INV message from any of
its neighbor nodes B, it records node B as its temporary parent node, decreases the received Hcr value by 1, and sets this
value as its own Hcr . It also stores CH node ID and sequence
number of the CC INV message and updates its own candidate channel list CCL(A) by replacing it with the common
channels set between C(A) and CCL(B), CCL(A, B) =
C(A) ∩ CCL(B). Then, node A rebroadcasts the CC INV
message through the channels in CCL(A) if its Hcr is higher
than zero. In the case where node A again receives CC INV
message with same sequence number from another node C,
it discards the message if the following condition holds:
Hcr (C) < Hcr (A) + 1.

(2)

Thus, node A discards the CC INV message from node
C if C has greater hop distance from the CH than its temporary parent node(s). If C has the same Hcr as that of A’s
temporary parent node(s), then A discards the message if
the following condition is true:
CCL(A, C) ∩ CCL(A) = CCL(A, C).

(3)

Therefore, if CCL(A, C) becomes a subset of CCL(A),
the CC INV message is discarded; otherwise, it indicates
that node A can have new channel(s) that can be used as
CCC. Hence, if the condition does not hold, A includes C
as one of its temporary parent node and updates CCL(A)
using:
CCL(A) = CCL(A) ∪ (CCL(A, C) − CCL(A)).

(4)

Again, if C has larger Hcr than A’s temporary parent
node(s), then A removes its temporary parent node(s), adds
C as its temporary parent node, and replaces CCL(A) with
CCL(A, C) = C(A) ∩ CCL(C).
Figure 5 illustrates the CC INV message transmission
and cluster formation mechanism. The available channel
list, C(V ) of each node V is shown with the corresponding node in the figure. Let the cluster size, h, be 3 and node
A is the CH that initiates a CC INV message having the

Fig. 4 CC INV message format

sequence number 1. Node F receives CC INV message with
sequence no 1 on one of its available channels and computes
CCL(F ) = {2, 4} ∩ {1, 2, 3, 4} = {2, 4}. Node F records
node A as its temporary parent node and rebroadcasts the
CC INV message to channels 2 and 4. Following the similar
procedure, the CC INV message is propagated to node P ,
where the Hcr becomes 0. On the other hand, node N cannot receive any CC INV message from M because there is
no common channel between the CCL(M) and C(N ), and
the same thing happens to node L. Node O receives two
CC INV messages with same sequence number from nodes
E and F . We assume that CC INV from node E arrives first,
and O updates its CCL as CCL(O) = CCL(O, E) = {2, 3}.
Thus, it records E as its temporary parent node. Thereafter, it receives CC INV message from F and computes
CCL(O, F ) = {2, 4}. Since Hcr of F is 2 which is same as
Hcr of E and CCL(O, F ) is not a subset of CCL(O), node
O updates its CCL(O) = {2, 3, 4} according to Eq. 4 and
also records F as its another temporary parent node. When
node P receives CC INV message, the Hcr of the message
reaches to 0 and thus P stops rebroadcasting. The same
thing happens to nodes I and K.
4.3.2 Common channel reporting
After receiving CC INV, a node has to send a common channel report message (CC RPT) containing CCC information
to the parent node. A node stops forwarding CC INV message and starts sending back the CC RPT message when
either one of the following two conditions becomes true:
(a) the Hcr reaches to zero and (b) a node has broadcasted
CC INV, but it has not received any CC RPT message
within a time period Tr .
The time Tr is defined as,
Tr = Hcr × Tw ,

(5)

where, Tw is the maximum waiting time for receiving a
CC RPT message after sending a CC INV. The CC RPT
message contains the same sequence number as it was in
the received CC INV, transmitting node ID, receiving node
ID (ID of the parent node), CH node ID, and a tuple
{Ch , Pp , Tpi , NUMc } for each candidate channel in the
CCL of the transmitting node as shown in Fig. 6. Here,
Ch , candidate channel; Pp , scanned average PU appearance
probability on the channel Ch ; Tpi , scanned average PU idle
time on the channel Ch ; and NUMc , number of connected
nodes that can use the channel Ch as their CCC.2
Every E 2 C 3 node senses the available channels to maintain a status table containing the PU appearance probability
2 After cluster formation, NUM denotes the number of nodes in the
c
cluster as defined in Eq. 1.
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Fig. 5 CC INV transmission
and cluster construction

(Pp ) and PU idle time (Tpi ) for every channel. Our primary
concern is to use a CCC for maximum number of nodes and,
hence, the information NUMc is included in CC RPT.
Figure 7 shows an example of a CC RPT transmission
routine for the maximum cluster depth (h) of 3. Going
back to our first condition of sending CC RPT, we see in

Fig. 6 CC RPT message format

the figure that after receiving CC INV messages, nodes I
and K find their Hcr s reach to 0. Thus, nodes I and K
will not rebroadcast the CC INV message. They will simply respond to H with CC RPT messages. To illustrate
the second condition we see, nodes C and M rebroadcast
the CC INV message, but receive no response message,
CC RPT within the previously defined time Tr . Hence, they
generate CC RPT messages and send them to their parents.
Every node adds its locally sensed PU appearance probability, Pp , and PU idle time, Tpi , of each channel to the
received CC RPT message and forwards the message to its
temporary parent node. In Fig. 7, node O receives CC RPT
and then appends its local measurement information on
channels 3 and 4 to the received CC RPT[1] information.
Thus, the tuple of channel 3 in CC RPT[2] is {3, 0.7, 18,
2} and the tuple of channel 4 in CC RPT[3] is {4, 0.5, 10,
2}. As node O has two temporary parent nodes, E and
F , CC RPT[3] having information on channels 4 is sent to
node F , and CC RPT[2] having information on channels 2
and 3 is sent to node E as we add channels {2,3} from E and
channel {4} from F in CCL(O).
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Fig. 7 CC RPT transmission

4.3.3 Optimal CCC selection
The CH maintains a status table of candidate CCCs. Each
channel that is available to the CH has an entry in the
table. When a maximum waiting time expired, CH assumes
that sufficient number of CC RPT messages have already
been received. Then, CH estimates the average value of Pp ,
Tpi , and total number of connected nodes including itself
(NUMc ) for each channel ID. Table 1 shows the status table
for the example scenario in Fig. 7. Suppose for channel 2,
the CH receives the following tuples {2, 0.4, 13, 2}, {2,
0.5, 15, 2}, and {2, 0.2, 7, 1} in the CC RPT massages.
Table 1 Candidate CCC status table
Channel
ID

PU appearance
probability (Pp )

PU idle
time (Tpi )

Number of connected
nodes (NUMc )

1
2
3
4

0.2
0.217
0.211
0.24

7.25
7.17
6.56
6.8

4
6
9
5

Therefore, the number of connected nodes that can use
channel 2 as their CCC is NUMc (2) = 2+2+1+1 = 6;
the extra 1 is for the CH itself. Similarly, average values of Pp and Tpi for channel 2 are calculated as Pp (2)=
(0.4+0.5+0.2+0.2)/6= 0.217 and Tpi (2)= (13+15+7+8)/6=
7.17, respectively.
Now, our target is to select a channel as the CCC from
the list of available channels in such a way that the selected
channel optimizes multiple objectives—minimizes the Pp
value, maximizes the Tpi , and NUMc values. Our proposed
E 2 C 3 mechanism uses a multi-objective LO technique to
solve this problem. The general LO problem is considered
as an ordered sequence of real objective functions with a set
of constraints. The objective functions are arranged in order
to their absolute importance. Then, the sequence of singleobjective optimization problems is solved one at a time. The
most important objective function is maximized or minimized first subject to the original constraints. If this problem
has a unique solution, it will solve the whole LO problem.
Otherwise, the second most important function maximized
or minimized. After each solved single-objective optimization problem, a new constraint is added in addition to the
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original constraints which guarantee that the solved objective function preserves its optimal value. If this problem has
a unique solution, it solves the original problem; otherwise,
the process goes on as above.
In solution to our CCC selection problem, there are only
two objective functions. The first one is the minimization
of Pp and the second one is the maximization of Tpi . Let
the objective functions be arranged according to the lexicographic order, with the most important function being
Pp (L)
f1 (L)=
, ∀L ∈ L and the least important one
min{Pp (L)}
Pp

being f2 (L)=

1
, ∀L ∈ L. Thus, we write the
Tpi (L)
max{Tpi (L)}
Tpi

lexicographic problem for the CH as follows:
f1 (L), f2 (L)

(6)

L ∈ L,

(7)

lex minimize
subject to

The above LO can be divided into two separate singleobjective problems. The first problem is formulated as:
minimize

f1 (L)

(8)

L∈L
Pp (L)
≤ α,
min{Pp (L)}

(9)

subject to
∀L ∈ L

(10)

Pp

and its solution L∗1 and f1∗ = (L∗1 ) is obtained; here, α
is the maximum allowable Pp value for CCC. Our second
problem can be formulated as follows:
minimize

f2 (L)

(11)

f1 (L)
Tpi(L)
≥ β,
max{Tpi (L)}

(12)

subject to
∀L ∈ L

(13)

∀L ∈ L

(14)

Tpi

Pp (L)
≤ α,
min{Pp (L)}

In solution to the above optimization problems (8) and
(11), in worst case, there may arise a situation in which
no candidate CCC can meet up the maximum Pp threshold
level and/or minimum Tpi threshold level. In this case, the
CCC is selected from all the available channels of CH considering the channel’s NUMc value following the procedure
stated before.
Note that the nice property of LO is its simplicity.
The added computational expense of solving multiple optimization problems at each instant is not significant since
simple linear equations are solved out. Therefore, such a
lightweight but effective method is suitable for resourceconstrained cognitive radio networks. Even though LO has
the drawback of neglecting less important objective functions when the most important one produces the unique
solution, in our case, such situations should occur less
frequently due to the availability of multiple channels.
Once CCC is determined by the CH, it broadcasts a
common channel confirmation message, CC CONFIRM,
on all available channels. The CC CONFIRM message contains transmitting node ID, CCC, Pp of CCC, PU idle
time of CCC, as shown in Fig. 8. When a node receives
CC CONFIRM message, if the selected CCC is available
to that node, it records transmitting node as permanent
parent and rebroadcasts the CC CONFIRM message along
with its available channels. Otherwise, the node discards
the CC CONFIRM message and tries to find or construct a
new cluster by using a mechanism described in Section 4.
In our example scenario in Fig. 7, when node F gets
CC CONFIRM message, it finds out that CCC 3 is not available to it. So, it starts broadcasting CL CHK message to find
a new cluster.
4.4 Cluster management
In this section, we present energy-efficient mechanisms
for cluster membership management and CH reassignment
process.

Pp

f1 (L) = f1∗

(15)
L∗2

f2∗

(L∗2 );

and the solution of this problem is
and
=
here,
β is the minimum Tpi that should be provided by the selected
CCC. If L∗2 does not produce a unique solution, the channel
having highest NUMc value will be selected as the CCC.
Furthermore, if multiple channels in L∗1 have the same highest NUMc value, we break the tie by randomly selecting one
of them. With this proposed scheme, the channel with the
best quality in terms of Pp and Tpi is chosen. For our example scenario in Fig. 7, channel 3 is to be selected as CCC
given that α = 1.1 and β = 0.8.

Fig. 8 CC CONFIRM message format
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4.4.1 Cluster membership management

4.4.2 CH reassignment

Cluster membership management deals with the appearance
of a new node and the disappearance of a member node to
or from a cluster, respectively. The procedure to deal with a
newly appeared node is discussed in Section 4.2. Now, we
discuss about how to deal with a node’s disappearance either
due to its mobility or power failure.
In our mechanism, each node in a cluster periodically
checks whether its parent is alive or not. Every node in
the cluster sends a parent check message, PRNT CHK containing the residual energy of that node, to its parent(s)
after a periodic interval of Tc . After receiving PRNT CHK
message, the parent node replies the child node with a parent ok message, PRNT OK. A child node waits to receive
PRNT OK message for a certain period of time, Tp , after
sending PRNT CHK message. If the node does not receive
PRNT OK message within Tp , it decides that the parent is
turned off or disappeared. If the node had only one parent,
it also considers itself out of the cluster and stops sending PRNT OK messages to its successor(s). It immediately
sends its child a parent lost notification, PRNT OFF. After
a random back off period, it starts broadcasting CL CHK
message to join in an existing cluster. When a node receives
a PRNT OFF message and it has only one parent, it immediately forwards this message to its child and removes itself
from the cluster. After a random back off time, it starts
broadcasting CL CHK to find a new cluster.
On the other hand, when a node fails to receive
PRNT CHK message from a child after time period Tc ,
it decides that the child is turned off and notifies CH
about this by sending node deletion message, NODE DEL,
which contains transmitting node ID, receiving node ID,
the ID of the turned off node, and number of nodes in
the sub-tree rooted by the turned off node. After receiving this message, CH computes the number of nodes that
are affected by this incident. If the percentage of affected
nodes is greater than a predefined percentage f , CH recomputes the CCC. Otherwise, it just updates the number of
nodes in the cluster by subtracting the number of affected
nodes.
Suppose in Fig. 9a, node C suddenly turns off. As a
result, node D does not get any PRNT OK message and it
knows that the node C is no more available. It stopped sending PRNT OK message to E and sends the PRNT OFF to E
immediately. The nodes D and E remove themselves from
the cluster and after a random back off time, they start sending CL CHK messages to join in a new cluster. On the other
hand, node B does not get any PRNT CHK message from
C. Thus, B sends this information that node C is turned off
to CH A by NODE DEL message (Fig. 9b). A then updates
NUMc from 9 to 6. Finally, Fig. 9c shows the scenario after
management procedure.

In the network operations’ point of view, CHs play a prime
role in CCC management and, thus, the CH consumes more
energy than its members. When the CH dies out of energy,
the cluster needs to be reformed, which is much costly. In
this section, we design a CH reassignment mechanism that
finds out the most suitable cluster member that can take over
the responsibility of the CH.
A CH works as the cluster head at least for some time,
Tth , before it hand overs the responsibility. After passing
this time, the CH updates residual energy threshold, Eth
according to Eq. 16:

(Ei )
,
(16)
Eth = ∀i∈S
|S|
where, S is the set of one-hop cluster members of CH and Ei
is the residual energy of node i. The CH starts to find a candidate CH when its residual energy, Ech , decreases below
the threshold, Ech ≤ Eth .
At first, CH transmits a request message, REQ NLIST,
asking for neighbor lists to all of its one-hop cluster member nodes. Subsequently, a member node i replies to the CH
with REP NLIST message that contains its neighbor list,
Ni , and its residual energy, Ei . Then, the CH selects the
candidate CH according to Eq. 17,


{n
}
Candidate CH= arg max arg max i |Ei > Et h ,
Ei

∀i∈S

(17)

where,
ni = |S ∩ Ni |.

(18)

Once the candidate CH is determined, the current CH
sends a cluster head appointment message, CH APPOINT,
to the candidate CH and decrements its Hcr value by 1. It
also sends a change cluster head message, CNG CH, to its
one-hop cluster members that contains the address of the
candidate CH. After receiving CNG CH message, a member node, that is also a neighbor of the candidate CH, joins
directly to the candidate CH. On the other hand, a node, that
resides out of the range of the candidate CH, decrements its
Hcr value by 1 and relays this message to its children and
so on. When the Hcr value becomes zero, the corresponding node stops relaying CNG CH and transmits PRNT OFF
message to its children nodes. Meanwhile, when the candidate CH receives CH APPOINT message, it increments
its Hcr value by 1 and notifies its one hop cluster members except the previous CH that it is now cluster head. On
reception of this notification, member nodes increase their
Hcr value by 1 and notify their children and so on. Thus, the
responsibility of an old cluster head is handed over to the
newly selected candidate CH.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9 Cluster membership management

Here, we provide an illustration of the CH reassignment
procedure with the help of an example. In Fig. 10, the set of
one-hop cluster members of CH A, S = {B, C, D, E, N }. A
starts CH reassignment procedure by sending REQ NLIST
message to B, C, D, E, and N . The REP NLIST messages
from B, C, D, E, to N are shown in Table 2,
Then, the CH A computes the value n for nodes B, C, D,
E, and N according to Eq. 18 shown in Table 3.
According to Eq. 17, initially, nodes B and D are
selected, as they have the largest n value. Then, this tie is
broken considering the residual energy of the nodes, and
finally, node B is selected, following Eq. 17. We assume that
residual energy of B, C, D, E, and N is higher than Eth .
Once B is selected, A sends B a CH APPOINT message
and decrements its Hcr value by 1. It also sends a CNG CH
message to C, D, E, and N . As all of them are also the
neighbors of B, they join directly to the newly selected
candidate cluster head B. Meanwhile, when B receives

CH APPOINT message, it increases its Hcr value by 1 and
notifies node F that it is now the CH. Node F increases its
Hcr by 1 and notifies its children O and so on.
4.5 Discussion
The effectiveness of a mechanism is portrayed by the performance of it in the real environment. In order to justify
the potency of our mechanism, we run extensive simulation
tests as described in Section 5. To set up simulation tests,
we need to assign numeric values to the variables ( Tf , Tw ,
Tc , Tp , f , α, and β ). Here, in this section, we discuss on
optimal value assignments .
The beacons in CogMesh [1], DCP-CCC [2], are not only
used to manage the clusters but also to facilitate new cluster formation and members addition procedure for newly
appeared nodes. Hence, the time interval between two beacons is to be short. On the other hand, setting a very
small interval increases the protocol operation overhead. We
assigned the beacon interval for DCP-CCC to 5 s, which is
a good tradeoff between the two.
The network discussed here is a wireless ad hoc network. So, the propagation time for a message from a node
to a neighbor node is very negligible. As a result, the propagation of cluster check message, CL CHK, and the reply
message, CL REP, will not take more than 500 ms. Thus,

Table 2 REP NLIST messages

Fig. 10 CH reassignment

From

Message content

B
C
D
E
N

{A, C, D, E, N, F , M },95
{A, N, L, K, D, B },78
{J , I , E, A, N, C, B },93
{A, D, B, G, H , F },97
{A, B, C, D, L, M },88
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Table 3 Computing n
nB = |{B, C, D, E, N } ∩ {A, C, D, E, N, F , M}| =4
nC = |{B, C, D, E, N} ∩ {A, N,L, K, D, B}|=3
nD = |{B, C, D, E, N} ∩ {J , I , E, A, N, C, B}|=4
nE = |{B, C, D, E, N} ∩ {A, D,B, G,H , F }|=2
nN = |{B, C, D, E, N} ∩ {A, B, C, D, L, M}|=3

we assume Tf should be 500 ms. For the similar reason, we
assign the timeouts Tw and Tp as 500 ms.
In wireless ad hoc networks, the nodes are mobile, but
they usually do not change their positions very frequently
and fast compared to the GSM networks. Therefore, the
cluster trees do not need to be changed so frequently. We
run a number of analytical tests to decide the time interval,
Tc , between sequential PRNT CHK messages. We set Tc to
a range of times from 20 to 50 s. We discovered that the
lower intervals like 20–30 s will only increase the protocol
operation overhead, but they do not show any better result
in cluster management, i.e., almost the same number of isolated nodes and orphan nodes. The larger time interval like
50 s creates more orphan nodes. To make a tradeoff between
the network integrity and protocol operation overhead, we
let Tc as 40 s.
The threshold values α and β are assumed to be 1.2
and 0.75 as we need a CCC with the lowest possible Pp
and highest possible Tpi . Thus, the value of α will restrict
the channels having more than 1.2 times of the lowest Pp .
Again, the value of β will restrict the channels having less
than 75 % of the highest Tpi .
The rather pessimistic model of using the fixed value of
cluster size, h, for developing a cluster in our current work
provides with the first step research. The optimal cluster size
should be chosen dynamically and it is a function of number
of available channels, node density, network size, etc. Some
dynamic selection techniques might improve the E 2 C 3 performance. The analytical modeling to dynamically select the
optimal value of h has been left for future work.

media access and data transmission technology. We implement CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2] along with E 2 C 3 to
judge its performance over them. In the subsequent sections, we provide the details on simulation environment,
performance metrics, and simulation results.
5.1 Simulation environment
In this section, simulation experiments are conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism. The
network configuration parameters are shown in Table 4.
The CR nodes are deployed in 200 m × 200 m plain field
with uniform random distribution model, as shown in Fig.
11. Each of them has the transmission range of 25 m. The
CSMA/CA back off mechanism is used when each node
sends control messages. Ten PUs are deployed randomly
on the field. The activation time and idle time of the PUs
are chosen randomly. The channels used by the PUs are
randomly selected from the channel pool.
We use RandomDirection2D model as the node mobility
model for our simulation. In this model, the movement of
nodes is based on random directions. Each object pauses for
a specific delay and chooses a random direction and speed.
Then, it travels in the specific direction until it reaches
one of the boundaries of the terrain. When it reaches the
boundary, it pauses, selects a new direction, and speed.
The ns-3 energy framework is used in our simulation for
energy source modeling and to measure energy consumption. A BasicEnergySourceobject is installed with initial
energy of 100 J on each node, and the node’s remaining
energy is monitored at the end of the simulation. A WifiRadioEnergyModelobject is also installed on each node to
capture the WiFi radio energy consumption due to transmission, reception, and also for being idle. Based on the power
consumption of a typical WiFi radio [22–25], the transmit,
receive, and idle currents are set to 85.7, 52.8, and 18.8 mA,
respectively.
The simulation environment parameters are listed in
Table 5. All nodes have the equal initial energy of 100 J.
We run the simulation for 5,000 s. The values of the graph
points are calculated as the average of the results from ten
individual simulation runs.

5 Performance evaluation
Performance evaluation reflects the effectiveness and characteristics of a mechanism. Extensive evaluation based on
key performance metrics proves the potency of a proposal.
To accomplish an effective evaluation to prove the effectuality of E 2 C 3 , we need a state-of-the-art simulation tool. We
choose object-oriented NS-3 as the simulator. We evaluate
the performance of E 2 C 3 based on the results of simulation.
We created a standard environment that contains multichannel sensing and access environment and CSMA/CA-based

Table 4 Network configuration parameters
Simulation area
Deployment type
Number of CR nodes
CR nodes transmission range
Back off mechanism
Number of primary user
Number of new CR nodes arrival

200 m × 200 m
Uniform random
20–100
25 m
CSMA/CA
10
5–30
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Fig. 11 Node deployment

5.2 Performance metrics

5.3 Simulation results

We run our performance evaluation on the scenario based
on the performance metrics. We compare the performance with CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2] on the
following metrics. We are now describing the metrics
briefly.

5.3.1 Impacts of CR nodes

–

–

–

–

Number of clusters formed: The number of clusters
reflects the variation of CCCs in a network. Thus, lower
number of clusters means better performance because
the less number of clusters create less complexity in
inter-cluster communications.
Energy consumption: During the simulation time, the
nodes loss their energy by transmitting and receiving
packets and also for being idle. We measure the total
amount of energy consumed by the nodes during the
simulation period.
Protocol operation overhead: Protocol operation
overhead is measured by the total number of control
messages exchanged during the simulation period.
The control messages include CC INV, CC RPT,
CC CONFIRM, CL CHK, CL REP, CL ADD,
PRNT CHK, PRNT OK, NODE DEL, REQ NLIST,
CH APPOINT, CNG CH, CH DET, and BEACONs.
The larger number of control messages exchanged
means more protocol operation overhead.
Number of isolated nodes: An isolated node is a cluster having only the CH. It cannot exchange any control
message with its neighbor nodes. Therefore, a smaller
percentage of single-node clusters indicates better network connectivity.

We measure the aforementioned performance metrics for
varying number of CR nodes ranging from 20 to 120, as
shown in Fig. 12. The cluster size is set to 3.

Table 5 Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value or model used

Initial energy
Channel pool (CP)
Cluster size
Simulation time
Mac layer model
CR node mobility
Pause time
Speed
Physical layer model
Data rate
Beacon interval
Tf
Tw
Tc
Tth
Tp
f
α,β

100 J
1–11
2–6
5,000 s
adhocWifiMac
RandomDirection2d model
4s
0.1 m/s
YansWifiPhy model
1 Mbps
5s
500 ms
500 ms
40 s
300 s
500 ms
30 %
1.2 , 0.75
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(a) Number of clusters vs. no. of CR nodes

(b) Energy consumption vs. no. of CR nodes

(c) Number of isolated nodes vs. no. of CR nodes

(d) Protocol operation overhead vs. no. of CR Nodes

Fig. 12 Impacts of number of CR nodes

The graphs of Fig. 12a reveals that the number of clusters
formed has been increased much rapidly with the increment of the CR nodes in CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2]
than that in our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism. This happens
because in CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2], a new cluster
is created when a new CR node appears outside the transmission range of an existing CH, whereas in E 2 C 3 , if there
exists a member of any cluster within the transmission range
of the new node, the node will join the existing cluster if
it can eligibly use the selected CCC. This is a significant
contribution of the proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism since the
lesser the number of clusters formed in the network, the
better the performance of a network in terms of resource utilization, energy consumption, and the cluster maintenance
overhead.
The amount of consumed energy to form clusters is compared for the different number of nodes in Fig. 12b. As
most of the modern wireless devices that create ad hoc
networks are mainly battery powered, energy consumption
is a vital factor for them. The graph of Fig. 12b states

that CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2] consume much higher
amount of energy than our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism. This
happens mainly due to the transmission of excessive number of beacon messages to manage clusters in CogMesh [1]
and DCP-CCC [2]. The CogMesh [1] performs worst since
it has the highest number of clusters and, thus, it requires
more control messages to exchange. As discussed in
Section 4, our proposed E 2 C 3 reduces the number of control messages through using passive approaches for new
cluster formation, getting a cluster membership, and cluster management that do not require periodic transmission of
beacon messages from CHs.
As discussed before, better network connectivity can be
achieved through reducing the number of isolated nodes.
Fig. 12c depicts that the number of isolated nodes in the network is much smaller in E 2 C 3 compared to CogMesh [1]
and DCP-CCC [2]. This is one of the major performance
improvements achieved by our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism,
and the credit goes to our passive approach of joining to
an existing cluster for newly arrived nodes via any member
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node of the cluster. This scheme also reduces the protocol
operation overhead.
We measure the protocol operation overhead for varying number of nodes in CogMesh [1], DCP-CCC [2], and
E 2 C 3 . Figure 12d shows that E 2 C 3 has a great improvement over CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2]. The primary
reason behind this is that the E 2 C 3 mechanism does not
need periodic beacons to be transmitted. Moreover, the passive cluster management scheme is designed to maintain
the cluster integrity by exchanging lowest possible control
messages.
5.3.2 Impacts of new nodes appear in the network
We evaluate the performances of the studied protocols in
case of new CR nodes’ appearance in the existing scenario.
Initially, we deploy 100 nodes and run the cluster formation and thus the CCC selection algorithms with cluster size
3. Then, we measure the performance on aforementioned

(a) Number of clusters formed vs. number
of newly appeared CR nodes

(c) Number of isolated nodes vs. number
of newly appeared CR nodes.

Fig. 13 Impacts of new nodes appearance in network

metrics for increasing number of new nodes appearance in
the network, ranging from 5 to 30 nodes, with step size 5, as
shown in Fig. 13.
Figure 13a depicts that the number of new clusters
formed in E 2 C 3 is much smaller than those of CogMesh [1]
and DCP-CCC [2] because in E 2 C 3 , when a node comes to
a network, it sends CL CHK message to its one-hop neighbors for finding any existing cluster. If no cluster member
is available in its transmission range, it forms a new cluster.
However, in CogMesh and DCP-CCC, a node waits for the
beacon messages being broadcasted by any existing CH, but
as beacon message is transmitted through only one hop of
the CH, mostly, when a new node appears in the network, it
does not receive any beacon message and forms a new cluster. This is one of the major contributions of our proposed
E 2 C 3 mechanism.
Amount of energy consumed to accommodate the newly
appeared nodes in CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2] is much
higher than E 2 C 3 because greater number of clusters are

(b) Energy consumption vs. number
of newly appeared CR nodes

(d) Protocol operation overhead vs. number
of newly appeared CR nodes.
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formed in CogMesh and DCP-CCC, and CH of each cluster starts sending beacon messages after cluster formation is
completed, which consumes a significant amount of energy,
as shown in Fig. 13b.
We compare the number of single-node clusters for Cog
Mesh, DCP-CCC, and E 2 C 3 . Figure 13c describes that
E 2 C 3 creates smaller number of isolated nodes compared
to the other two algorithms. In CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC
[2], when a new node arrives, it waits for beacons to join in
a cluster. On the other hand, in our E 2 C 3 mechanism, we
design an enquiry scheme that enables the newly arriving
nodes to join in a neighboring cluster even if the node is outside of the transmission range of CHs. Hence, the chance of
forming a new cluster is much lower in E 2 C 3 . As a result,
the graph of Fig. 13c reveals that our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism achieves substantial improvements in case of new
node arrivals.
We measure the protocol operation overhead of the
mechanisms in terms of number of control messages
exchanged for adapting new nodes in the existing network.
Figure 13d depicts that the number of control message
transmissions increases linearly. However, CogMesh [1] and
DCP-CCC [2] require substantially more messages compared to our proposed mechanism E 2 C 3 . The periodic
beaconing of CogMesh [1] and DCP-CCC [2] produces
increasing number of control messages. In CogMesh [1] and
DCP-CCC [2], if a newly arrived node resides within the
transmission range of the CH, only then it can join to the
cluster. In contrast, in our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism, we
designed it to be more compatible to the newly appeared
nodes so that even if it is outside the transmission range of
the CH, it can join a neighboring cluster only by an inquiry
scheme. As a result, in E 2 C 3 , it forms a reduced number
of clusters in the network; hence, it shows low protocol
operation overhead.
5.3.3 Impacts of cluster size
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the studied protocols for different cluster sizes ranging from 2 to
6. We have excluded CogMesh [1] since it creates single
hop clusters only, i.e., the cluster depth is 1. We deploy 100
CR nodes in the terrain and execute cluster formation algorithms for increasing number of cluster sizes. We measure
only the number of clusters formed and the protocol operation overheads as performance metrics and take the average
of the values observed in 10 simulation runs to plot the
graphs.
Figure 14a reveals that the number of clusters gets
reduced linearly as the cluster size grows both in E 2 C 3 and
DCP-CCC, as expected theoretically. Also, the number of
clusters formed in our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism is still
less than that in DCP-CCC [2], showing better performance.

(a) Number of clusters formed vs. different cluster size

(b) Protocol operation overhead vs. different cluster size
Fig. 14 Impacts of different cluster size

As the number of clusters reduces when cluster size is
increased, the number of beacons also gets reduced accordingly. As a result, protocol operation overhead decreases in
case of larger cluster sizes both in DCP-CCC and E 2 C 3 .
The graphs in Fig. 14b demonstrate that the proposed E 2 C 3
mechanism could able to reduce the protocol operation
overhead significantly.
5.3.4 Impacts of channel pool size
We have also compared the performances of the studied protocols for different channel pool (CP) sizes ranging from
2 to 14. We deploy 100 CR nodes and keep the cluster
size 3. We measure the number of clusters formed in the
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studied protocols and their protocol operation overheads as
performance metrics.
The graphs in Fig.15a depict that on increasing the CP
size, the number of clusters formed in CogMesh decreases
slightly, as expected theoretically. On the other hand, the
number of clusters significantly reduces with the increasing
CP sizes in both the DCP-CCC and our proposed E 2 C 3 system. This happened because the possibility of finding more
nodes, having common channel, increases with the CP size
and, thus, more nodes join at the same cluster, which in turn
decreases the total number of clusters formed in the network. Furthermore, the number of clusters formed in our
proposed E 2 C 3 system is still less than that in the DCPCCC since the former allows a new node to join an existing

cluster with higher possibility. Also, the protocol operation
overhead of E 2 C 3 is less than that of CogMesh and DCPCCC as shown in Fig. 15b. The reduced number of clusters
and passive approach of cluster formation and maintenance
helped our proposed E 2 C 3 system to reduce the protocol
operation overhead significantly.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed an energy-efficient distributed common control channel selection mechanism for
Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks. We have employed a
low overhead passive approach of creating new clusters
and joining to an existing cluster for newly arrived nodes.
The employment of lightweight LO in selecting the CCC
in our proposed E 2 C 3 mechanism judiciously optimizes
the multiple objectives and, thus, it increases the network
performance. Our cluster management mechanism further
increases the energy efficiency. A significant level of performance improvement has been observed in our simulation
experiments over two state-of-the-art works.
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